
Internal Policy / Guidelines for adding Supplemental Rights to Authorized Changes 
 

The Department proposes to update verification/certification procedures to include the 
following option. 
 
Background 

The goal of this proposed language is to allow some latitude for older change applications so that there 
is a path forward to either verify or certify a change as it was actually completed, when supplemental 
rights were involved but not listed in the Change Application.  This avenue is needed because the Dept’s 
policy and procedures for processing and analyzing changes is substantially different now than it was 
prior to the 2012 Reform, HB40 Updates, and adoption of Consumptive Use Rules in 2005. The 
differences are especially pronounced with changes that were filed prior to the claim filing period but 
changes that were filed up until the Consumptive Use Rules were enacted can also fall into this category. 
There were at least 2 major distinctions:  

1. Supplemental water rights were often not officially considered as part of the change 
process because they were not listed in the application, but when the change was 
implemented on the ground, the supplemental water rights were affected.   
2. Partial changes were not well reflected in the change files and the legacy water rights 
database did not contain information about portions of water rights that were not part of a 
change application.   

  
This latitude should be granted in part because the process for matching Statement of Claim numbers 
with change authorizations, for those changes filed prior to the claim filing period, was completely 
determined by the Department. The applicants were generally not involved in this step of the process. 
What was treated as a simple record keeping action, in fact had ramifications that are now becoming 
evident.   
  
There is a group of Change Authorizations out there that were issued without all of the considerations 
we currently apply. Authorizations that fall into this category are generally ones that were completed in 
good faith by the applicant as they thought it was authorized. This often did not actually match what the 
paper said.   
 

Procedure 

Moving forward, the Department proposes an option for Change Authorization holders to file a 

“Request to Include Supplemental Rights” which would be processed as part of the 

verification/certification procedure.  To be eligible for this process, the following must apply: 

• Must be an active Change Authorization that was submitted prior to January 1, 2005 

• Submission of a form and fee will be required. 

• Change Authorization has not been verified/certified.  If the Change has been verified/certified, 

the Department may “re-verify/cerify” in limited circumstances.  If this is the case, contact CO to 

discuss options moving forward. 

• Can demonstrate that the project was completed within the time stated in the Change 

Authorization or an extension of the time stated in said Change Authorization – This must 

include the use of supplemental water rights in practice at the time of completion 



o This does not necessarily mean a Project Completion Notice has been filed 

• The owner must provide historical use information indicating that the supplemental rights were, 

in fact, used in conjunction with the changed appropriation right prior to the grant of the 

Change Authorization. 

o Historical use information must conform to that of substantial credible information. 

• The owner of the Change Authorization must be the sole owner of the supplemental rights 

proposed for inclusion or the co-owner(s) of said supplemental rights must authorize the 

request.  This authorization is solely to allow the Change Authorization to encompass the 

supplemental portion of the shared water rights and does not include a full historical use 

assessment of the entire rights. 

If all requirements above are met, the Department may include supplemental rights at time of 

verification/certification of the Change Authorization with the following requirements: 

• If the original Change Authorization was publicly noticed, the verification/certification including 

supplemental rights must also be publicly noticed.  If the original Change Authorization was not 

publicly noticed, the verification/certification including supplemental rights may proceed 

without public notice. 

• A remark will be placed on the newly included supplemental water rights’ Change Authorization 

version stating “The following water right(s): XXX were included in Change Authorization YYY 

after issuance, during the verification/certification of use procedure.  This water right was 

included because it currently is and was historically used in a supplemental fashion with Water 

Right # ZZZ and should have been included at the time the Change Authorization was originally 

processed.” 

Additional Considerations 

• A full historical use analysis will not be provided or assessed, therefore, full historical use 

information must be provided on any future Change Applications.  Inclusion of supplemental 

rights will have no bearing on actual historical use determinations, other than the fact that the 

rights were considered supplemental.  Historical use for any future Change Applications will be 

assessed for the original completion of the underlying right. 

 

 


